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CHAPTER FOUR 

QUEER NEGATIVITY AND RADICAL PASSIVITY 

Shadow.& 
t>q,0. 

'./<l'n. 
·v, 

It goes \Vithout saying that to be among the callous, the cynical, the un

believers, is to be an1ongthewinners, for those who have lost are never 

hardened to their Joss; they feel it deeply, always, into eternity. 

"'-Jamaica Kincaid, Autobiography of My Mother 

'_f:{u;opias have always entailed disappointments and failures) 

:'.Gaidiya Hartman, lose Your Mother 

_ Between patriarchy and imperialism, subject-constitution and object

formation, the figure of the\voman disappears, not into a pristine noth

ingness, but into a violent shuttling which is the displaced figuration 

of the "third-world" woman caught between tradition and modernity. 

-Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, "Can the Subaltern Speak?" 

In chapter 2 I proposed forgetfulness as an interruption to gen

erational modes of transmission that ensure the continuity of 

ideas, family lines, and normativity itself. While generational 

logics and temporalities extend the status quo in a way that fa

vors do1ninant groups, generationality for oppressed groups can 

also indicate a different kind of history, a history associated with ., . .. 
loss and debt. In relation to the lineage of an African America 

that begins in slavery1 Saidiya Hartman in Lose Your Mother sug~ 

gests, "The only sure inheritance passed from one generation to 

the next was this loss and it defined the tribe. A philosopher had 

once described it as an identity produced by negation" (2008: 

103). Hartman's title indicates a loss that has always already 



happened for African Americans, but it also argues against a simple gene

alogical account of history that stretches back in time through the family 

line. Losing one's inother, as \Ve sa\v in relation to Findin.tJ Nemo and 50 

First Dates, is not sin1ply "careless," as Oscar Wilde might say; it actually 

enables a relation to other inodels of tin1e, space, place, and connection. 

Beginning with the injunction "Lose your mother" and building 

to\vard a conclusion that \vill advocate a complete disrnantling of self:!_. 

explore a feminist poli~~h.~J:j_~~~U~§ not from a doing but from an un-
dOiilg~_~l9ifr~~-~-b~fu& or becoming \V6~~~1 b~-t-f~~;~-~~fii~ai tOI;;~;----
fOb~come \VDJnan as she has been defined and hna ined \Vithin West

~ I will trace broken mother-daughter bonds toward an 

anti-Oedipal feminism that is nonetheless not a Deleuzean body without 

organs. This fen1inism, a feminism grounded in negation, refusal, pas

sivity, absence, and silence, offers spaces aud..mades_o£1u:i.kno\ving, faif

ing, and forgetting as part of an alternative fe1ninist project, a shadow 

feillinism \Vhich has nestl~d in mo~~ositiv~ounts ~d~;;aveled -
their logics from within. 1his shadow feminism speaks in the language 

of_s_elf-destruc;,tion, masoc~~-;;;;.tis~C1affellllillti1ty;·ancra-refUS-ai-or 
the essential bond of mother and daughter that ensures that the daughter ~ 

.i71h:ibJ\§J)i~Jeg;;;,'Pi£th~othe'iiiii:rilu!ll.irre:soTep~~~e .. sJ!~r relafion

s~ip to payiai;cJi.al fo.r111~ .. o.fp_ciwer. 

1he tension bet\veen me12)y and forgetting as explored in chapter 3 ,, 
tends to be distinctly Oedipal,, milial, and generational. Are there other 

models of generation, temporality, and politics available to queer culture 

and feminism? The Oedipal frame has stifled all kinds of other models 

for thinking about the evolution of feminist and queer politics. From 

\Vomen's studies professors \Vho think of their students as c'daughters" 

to next \Vave feminists \Vho see earlier activists as do\vdy and antiquated 

mothers, Oedipal dynamics and their familial metaphors snuff out the 

p_otential 'fllture of ne\v knn.,vledge formations. Many \Vomen's studies 

departments around the country currently struggle with the messy and 

even ugly legacy of Oedipal models of generationality. In some of these 

departments the Oedipal dynamics are also racialized and sexualized, and 

so an older generation of mostly white women might be simultaneously 

hiring and holding at bay a younger generation of (often queer) \Vo1nen 

of color. The whole model of "passing down" knowledge from mother 

to daughter is quite clearly invested in white, gendered, and hetero nor

mativity; indeed the system inevitably stalls in the face of these racial

ized and heterosexualized scenes of difference. And \Vhile the "mothers'' 
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become frustrated with the apparent unwillingness of the women they 

have hired to continue their line Of inquiry, the "daughters" struggle to 

make the older women see that regulatory systems are embedded in the 

paradigms they so insistently want to pass on. 1he pervasive model of 

\Vomen's studies as a mother-daughter dynan~i~i~~nically resembles 
r- ----~--·--.... 

p:ttliar.chalsystems_fu_!llJ!!. it casts the mother as the place of history, t~a-

dition, an~ ~en1:ory a~d the daughter as the inheritor of a static system f. 
\~li~~.Q!!!St ~:}!!~£.accept \VithC!ut changing or reject completely. 

While Virginia Woolf's famous line about women from A Room of One's 

Own, "We think back through our 1nothers if \Ve are \Vo1nen," has been 

widely interpreted as the founding statement of a new aesthetic lineage 

that passes through the mother and not the father, the crucial point of 

the formulation is the conditional phrase (1929: 87). In fact "if we are 

\Vo men" implies that if \Ve do not think back through our 1no~her;,ct;n 
.... we are !l.;;;~;;;-,;~;;~..;;;;<lthisiirokenfilie .. ofihinkinian<l linileil1g.ol' the. 

\voman unexpecte~_lr_~~e~s __ <_l-__ ~Y?_Y. _~~~ '!f _t_~~.-~~£~~9~1~~io~ _ ~f-~v~~a-11 -as 
the other tO man f~opJ .Qn~ g~u_en1~~Qll to the next. 'n1e texts that I exam

·· 1ne in tlii;chapter refuse to think back through the n~ther;tlie~ly 
ancrpaS~ivelf-Io;·e-the mother, abuse the mother, love, hate, and destroy 

tlieinothe;,7;<lj~·the process they produce a theoretical and imaginative 

spa;:e that}i~il.otii(Jlll.3.1!" .. !!~_t)iat.<:an_be occupledonly by\unbecomini\ 
----------···-,-- ·- ---------

\VO men. 

--·-psychoanalysis situates the figure of the woman as an incon1prehen

sible, irrational, and even in1possible identity. Freud's fa1nous question 

"What do\vomen \Vant?'1 is not simply evidence t_hat, as Simone de Beau

voir fa1nouslycomn1ented, "Freud never sho\ved much interest in the des

. tiny of women" (1989: 39); rather it asks of women why they would want 

to occupy the place of castration, lack, and otherness from one genera· 

tion to the next (Jones 1957: 421) ('."1swering the question of what men 

might\vant is quite simple in a systefn that favors 111ale masculinity; \Vhat 

\Vomen \Vant and get from the same system is a much more complex 

questio9f, as Freud asserts, the little girl must reconcile herself to the 

fate of a femininity defined as a failed masculinity, then that failure to 

be masculine must surely harbor its own productive potential. What do 

women \Vant? Moreover, ho\v has the desire to be a \Voman come to be 

associated definitively \Vitfimasochism, sacrifice, self·s~1bjugation, a'°nd 

ullb~~~~!1~Ji?~)JO\Villight\Vereaa:~e ave~f~srreaiid selfhood 

-~s. sgll1etbi11g .. 9 .. th.~i.t1;~!_;J::eJ~dl!;;;sc!1lil!\0' and the end of desire? 
, In this chapter I chart the genealogy of an -;;;;;;;;;ciar;allti-Oedipal, 
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antihu1nanist, and counterintuitive fe1ninism that arises out of queer, 

postcolonial, and black feminisms and that thinks in terms of the nega

tion of the subject rather than her formation, the disruption of lineage 

rather than its continuation, the undoing of self rather than its activation. 

In this queer feminist genealogy, which could be said to stretch from 

Spivak's meditations on fen1ale suicide in "Can the Subaltern Speak?" 

(1988) to Saidiya Hartman's idea of a politics that exceeds the social con

ditions of its enunciation in Scenes of Subjection (1997), we might find the 

narratives of this version of feminism in Toni Morrison's ghos~ or among 

Jamaica Kincaid's antiheroines, and \Ve inust track it through territo-
~ 

ries of silence, stubbornness, self-abnegation, and sacrifice. Ultilnately 

\Ve find no fe1ninist subject but only subjects \vho cannot speak, \Vho 

tefuse to speak;Sub]'ecis\vlioT1nravel;wmnefuse·t(fCTJlrere;-subjeCTSWl!o-·· 

fefuse "~~in~11 'vhere being}ias alrea_~Y b~~E-defined in tenns ofaSelf-~
activatlng, self-kno\vi~g; liberal subject. If \ve !clU8etO-Deco1ne \vomel1,' 

.....---------·-·--~-~--~ 

we migl)J_~fill',.JY.hatlJapp.ens..tcLfenili!ism? Or, to pose the question an-.------
other way: Can we find feminist frameworks capable of recognizing the 

political project articulated in the form of refusal? 1he politics of refusal 

emerges in its n1ost potent form frorn anticolonial and antiracist texts 

a.nd challenges colonial authority by absolutely rejecting the role of the 

colonized within what Walter Mignolo, citing Anibal Quijano, has called 

"acolonialityofpower" (2005: 6)~ 

Postcolonial feminists from Spi~· k to Saba Mahmood have sho\vn 

how prescriptive Western feminist theories of agency and power, freedom 

and resistance tend to be and have proposed alternative ways of thinking 

about self and action that emerge fro1n contexts ofteh rejected outright 

by feminism. While Mahmood focuses on Islamic women engaged in reli

gious practices in the \Vomen's mosque n1ovement in Egypt to flesh out 

a critique of feminist theories of agency, in her fa1nous essay "Can the 

Subaltern Speak?" Spivak uses the example of nineteenth-century bride 

suicide (after the death of the husband) to demonstrate a mode of being 

\Vo1nan that \Vas incomprehensible \Vithin a normative fe1ninist frame

\Vork. Both theorists argue in terms of a "gra1nmar of concepts," to use 

Mahmood's term, and both consider~eech to be something other than 

the conventional fe1ninist trope of breaking silet~ At the heart of Mah

mood's book, The Politics of Piety: The Islamic Revival and the !'eminist Subject 

is ~-~.?~~~p~ .Qf,\Y~~1.ap."~hat does not presume the universality of desires 

for freedotn and autonomy_~_:r_:~_\vhom resistance to I??-triarchal tradi-
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tions may not be the goal (2005: 180). At the centerof Spivak's essay isa 
~. 

notion of womanhood that exceeds the Western feminist formulation of 

• _fumalelife. Spivak eiiaslidessayon the·perHs-ofintel!edilaf attemptsto 

represent oppressed peoples \vith an extended meditation on suttee, and 

Mahmood ends her bookwith an exploration of the meaning of feminine 

piety within Islam. Both theorists us'e patently antifeminist acts and ac

tivities to point to the limits of a feminist theory that already presumes-::fc 

the form that agency must take. 

Spivak explores the British attempt in 1829 to abolish Hindu widow 

burning in relation to the self-representation of colonialis1n as benevo

lent intervention and places this argument against the claim advanced by 

nativist Indians that sati 1nust be respected as a practice because these 

women who lost their husbands actually wanted to die. She uses sati to 

illustrate her claim that colonialism articulates itself as "w_h.i_t~~n 

~aving_bro~vn !Vomen from bro\vn 1nen,'1 but also to mark the _com_pli_c.i~Y 

of Western fen1inism in this for1nuiation. In a move that echoes Spivak's 

counterintuitive break from even poststructuralistfen1inisms, Mahmood 

explores \Vo1nen in the mosque movement and their cominitlnent to piety 

in order to ask, "Does the category of resistance impose a teleology of 

progressive politi~~~" the a~~iyti~s of power-a teleology that makes it 

"liard for us to see and understand forms of being and action that are not_.:.>(, 

~::_:_~~~!i!Y encapsulated by the narrative of subver~i_QlLll__nQ reinscription 

_.£f!}_9)-_:J;llSf.'..'._.(2005-: 9). 

"Can the Subaltern Speak?1
' sets up a contradiction bet\veen different 

modes of representation within which an intell~ctual proposes to speak 

for an oppressed other. Spivak accuses Foucauinmd Deleuze as well as 

Western feminism of sneaking a heroic individualism in the back door of 

discur~ive critique. "Neither Deleuze nor Foucault," she \Vrites1 "seems 

a\vare that the intellectual 'vithin socialized capital, brandishing con

cr€;ie experience, can help consolidate the international division oflabor11 

(1988: 275). F!:,r Spivak, intellectuals, like poststructuralistfeminist theo

rists for Mahmood, by imagining themselves to be a transparent vector 

·0i: t~~~exposure of ideological contradictiOlls, cannot account for their 

O\VU impact~~ th~!ocesses of domination and instead ahvays imagine 

~ .. ·.' .... ·•.4J.-. themsel2"'_: in the he.:o~elace of the individualwho knows better than 
< } theoppressed masses about whom they theorize. TI1e very notion of rep

:: -- ·reseii-tatiOfl:'"SPiVak ciaims, in terms of both a theory of economic ex

ploitation and an ideological function, depends upon the production of 
"-.... 
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' 'lheroes, paternal proxies and agents of po\ver" (279) and harbors "the 

possibility that the intellectual is complicit in the persistent constitution 

of the Otheras the self's shadow" (280). 

This idea, that intellectuals construct an otherness to ((save" in order 

to fortify a sovereign notion of self, applies also to liberal feminism. In 

the context of the Hindu \Vidow's suicide, for example, the Western fe1ni
nist can see only the \Vorkings of extraordinary patriarchy, and she also 

believes in a benevolent British colonialism that steps in to stop a bru

tal and archaic ritual. For Spivak, feminism is complicit in the project of 

constructing the subaltern subject it \vants to represent and then hero

ically casting itself as the subaltern's salvation. What if, Spivak seems to 

ask in her enigmatic final sentence, feminism \Vas actually able to attend 

to the natiVist claim that \VO men \Vho commit suttee actually tuant to die? 

She \vrites, "The fe1nale intellectual as an intellectual has a circun1scribed 

task which she must not disown with a flourish" (308). Leaving aside the 

a1nbiguity of the double negative here (111nust not diso\vn"), the meaning 

of 11fe1nale,n Hintellectual," and j{circumscribed task" are all up for grabs, 

especially since Spivak has already contended that suttee makes an essen

tial link between unbeing and femininity. This question clearly informs 

and influences Mahmood's question about\vhether\ve have becon1ny.iJJ

f~lly blind to forms of agency that do not take_ the form of resistance. In 

llefDer-iiaeilldeconsi:J:uctivist mod ~~-;;i~ak is calling for a fen1inism that 

can claitn not to speak for the subalte0 ·or to den1and that the subaltern 

speak in the active voice of Western feminism; instead she imagines~ 

feminism born of a dynamic intellectual struggle with the fact that some 

\Vo men inaydesire their O\vn destruction for really good political reason~ 
even if those politics and those reasons lie beyond the purvie\v of the ver

sion of fe1ninism for \Vhich \Ve have settled. Spivak's call for a "female 

intellectual" \Vho does not diso\vn another version of \VOn1anhood, fe1ni

ninity, and feminism, indeed for .any kind of intellectual \yho can learn 

. ho\v not to know the othei;_hgw_~at.to_~·~crific~·th~-·~·ther Qfi behaJfOr * hi·~- or he;~;vn-SOV~reiii'"ty;1s a=-cTIIiLI~af~~I~~~~~x~.?.~lle ullans\vefed. It 
is this version of feminism that I seek to inhabit, a fen1inism that fails to 

save others or to replicate itself, a f:minism that finds purpose in its ow~ 

failure . .----
A more accessible text1nakes th every same point. In one of my favorite 

feminist texts of all time, the epic animated drama Chicken Run, the politi

cally active and explicitly feminist bird Ginger is opposed in her struggle 

to inspire the birds to rise up by two other Hfen1lnist subjects .. " One is 
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15. Babs and Jane Horrocks, fron1 Chicken Run. "Are those the only options?" 

the cynic, Bunty, a hard-nosed fighter who rejects utopian dreams out 

of hand, and the other is Babs, voiced by Jane Horrocks, who sometimes 

gives voice to feminine nai'vete and sometimes points to the absurdity of 

the political terrain as it has been outlined by the activist Ginger. Ginger 

says, for example, "We either die free chickens, or \Ve die trying .. " Babs 

;;ks naYvely,__"filc_tlwse theonly choices?" Like Babs, and indeed like 

Spivak and M~hmood, I am proposing that feminists refuse the choices 

as offered -freedom in liberal terms or death -in order to think about a 

shado\v archive of resistance, one that does not speak in the language of 

;;ti~n and momentu1n but instead articulates itself in terms of evacua

tion, refusal, passivity, unbeco1ning, unbeing. This could be called ~-~q~

sodalfemil.t.i~IJ1, a form of feminism preoccupied \Vith negativity and nega

tl~~: A~ioderick Ferguson puts it in a chapter titled "The Negations of 

Black Lesbian Feminism" in Aberrations in Black, "Negation not only points 

to the conditions of exploitaticin. It denotes the circumstances for cri

tique and alternatives as well" (2005: 136-37). Building on the work of 

Hortense Spillers/Ferg.uson is trying to circumvent an "American" po

litical grammar that insists upon placing liberation struggles within the 

same logic as the normative regitnes against \Vhich they struggl~ :1-~

ferent, anaichistic type of struggle requires a ne\V grammar, p·ossibly a 

ne\V voic:, potentia1Iy the passiv~. 

When feminist freedo111s, as Mahn1ood sho\VS, require a hun1anis-



! 

Ii 
' ! 

tic investment in both the female subject and the fantasy of an active, 

autonomous1 and self-activating individualisn1, \Ve have to ask \vho the 

subjects and objects of feminism n1ight be, and \Ve need to re1nember 

that, as Spivak puts it, to speak on behalf of someone is also to "restore 

the sovereign subject \Vithin the theory that see111s most to question it" 

(1988: 278). If speaking for a subject of feminism offers up choices that 

\Ve, like Babs, are bound to question and refuse, then 111aybe a hon1eo

pathic refusal to speak serves the project of fe1ninisn1 better. Babs's sense 

that there must be more ways of thinking about political action or non

action than doing or dying finds full theoretical confirmation in the work 

of theorists like Saidiya Hartman. Her investigations in Scenes of Subjection 

into the contradictions of emancipation for the ne\vly freed slaves pro

poses not only that "liberty" as defined by the\vhite racial state enacts ne\v 

modes ofimprisonment, but also that the very definitions of freedom and 

humanity within which abolitionists operated severely limited the ability 
- ~ 

of the former slaves to think social transfor1nation in terms outside of the 

structure of racial terror. Hartman notes, "The longstanding and intin1ate 

affiliation of liberty and bondage made it impossible to envision free

dom independent of constraint or personhood and autono1ny separate 

from the sanctity of property and proprietal notions of self" (i997: 115). 

Accordingly where freedom was offered in terms of being propertied, 

placed, and productive, the forn1er sl~~111ight choose 111noving about11 

or roaming in order to experienc~ the meaJ"'\1g of freedon1: "As a practice, 

moving about accumulated nothing and it did not effect any reversals of 

power but indefatigably held onto the unrealizable-being free-by tem

porarily eluding the constraints of order ... ·. Like ~stealing a\vay, it \Vas 

more symbolically redolent than materially transformative" (128). There 

are no sitnple con1parisons to be made bet\veen former slaves and sexual 

minorities, but I \vant to join Hartman's deft revelations about the con

tinuation of slavery by other ineans to Leo Bersani's, Lynda Hart's, and 

Heather Love's formulations of queer histories and subjectivities that are 

better described in ter1ns of masochis1n1 pain, and failure than in terms 

of mastery, pleasure, and heroic liberation.1 Lik(Rart1nan's model of a 

freedom \Vhich imagines itself in terms of a not yet realized social order, 

so the maPs of desire that render the subject incoherent, disorganized, 

and passive provide a better escape route that~ those that lead inexorably 

to fulfillment, recogniJ:i n, an chievemenJ. 

B~r~~~!.!.1.~~~~_gs ''n[@§.Qch}§l :.t.G~~~.Q!!!ll~-~I~~13tl_y~_of sext.tality that 

u_~_i:rgird~ the propuls~..ma urational, a_!!_cj_lige;g§19.<Y.ill~~by 
. -------~--------
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psychoanalysis; he suggests that the heroic, organizing narrative defines 

·sexu;iit}r-~~· ;,an exchange of intensities bet\veen individuals," but the 

masochistic version constitutes a "condition of broken negotiations \Vith 

the world, a condition in which others merely set off the self-shattering 

mechanisn1 of masochistic jouissance" (i986: 41). It is this narrative that 

Heather Love turns to in Fee!in9 BaCkward, \Vhen she exan1ines jfmoments 

of failed or interrupted connection" or "broken intimacies" in order 

to take the ilnpossibility of love jfas a 111odel for queer historiography" 

(2009: 24). 

In what follows I propose a radical form of masochistic passivity that 

not only offers up a critique of the organizing logic of agency and subjec

tivity itself, but that also opts out of certain systems built around a dia

lectic between colonizer and colonizef('Ra'dical forms of passivity and 

masochism step out of the easy model of a transfer of femininity from 

mother to daughter and actually seek to destroy the mother-daughter 

bond altogethVFor example, in the work of Jamaica Kincaid the colo

nized subject literally refuses her role as colonized by refusing to be any

thing at all. In Autobio9raphy of My Mother (i997) the main character re

moves herself from a colonial order that makes sense of her as a daughter, 

a \Vife, and a mother by refusing to be any of these, even refusing the 

category of womanhood altogether. At the novel's beginning the first

person narrator tells of the coincidence of her birth and her 1nother's 

death and suggests that this primal loss ineans that "there \Vas nothing 

standing between me and eternity .... At my beginning\vas this woman 

whose face I had never seen, but at my end there \Vas nothing, no one be

tween me and the black room of the world" (3). Obviously the loss of her 

inother and the "autobiography" of that inother that ensues is an alle

gorical tale of the loss of origins within the context of colonialism and 

the loss of telos that follows. But ra\)ler than nostalgically searching for 

her lost origins or purposefullr.creating her O\Vn telos. the narrator, Xuela 

Claudette Richardson, surrenders to a form of unbeing for which begin

nings and ends have no meaning. With no past to learn from no future 

colonial figures, language, logics, and identities, the colonized self has 

t\vo options: she can become part of the colonial story or she can refuse 

t<;>'be p;gt of aoy st<.>_rv at all. Xuela chooses the latter: Autobiography of My 
Mother is the ~ryof a woman who cannot be anything but the antithe

sis of the selfThat is demanded by colonialism. Xuela neither tells her own 

story of becoming, nor does she tell her mother's story; by appropriating 

u \' '-; '<-"' r-f'\ 
_) C:l-lAnnH/ t:l"Ml1'JlC:MC: ..,...,.., 
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her tnother's unstOry as her o'vn she suggests that the colonized mind is 

passed dO\'{ll Oedipally from generation to generation an.d n1ust be re

sisted through a certain mode of evacuation. 

While Xuela's relationship to her mother is mediated by loss and 

longing, her relationship with her half-Scots, half-Caribbean police

man father is one of conten1pt and inco1nprehension. She despises his 

capitulation to colonialis1n, to the la\v1 and to his O\Vn n1ixed heritage, 
and she tries, through the writing of this narrative, to root out his in

fluence and inhabit completely the space of her absent Carib mother: 

"And so iny mother and father then were a mystery to n1e; one through 

d~~.th, the other through the maze of living; one I had never seen, one I 

saw constantly" (41). Choosing death and absence over a colonized life, 
Xuela avoids becoming a mother herself; aborting a child, she avoids love, 

family, and intimacy and disconnects herself from all of those things that 

would define her. In her refosal of identity as such Xuela models a kind of 

necropolitical relation to colonialism: her refusal to be is also a refusal to 

perform the role of other within a system that demands her subjugation. 

"Whatever I was told to hate," she says, '11 loved most" (32). 

• In an interview about Autobionraphy of My Mother Kincaid was told, 
11Your characters seem to be against rnost things that are good, yet they 

have no reason to act this \Vay-they express a kind of negative freedom. 

ls this the only freedom available to the poor and powerless?'" Kincaid 

answered, "I think in many ways the problem that my writing would have 

with an American reviewer is that Americans find difficulty very hard to 

take. 1heyare inevitably looking for a happy ending. Perversely, I will not 

give the happy ending. I think life is difficult and that's that. I am not at 

all-absolutely not at all-interested in the pursuit of happiness. I am not 

interested in the pursuit of positivity. I am interested in pursuing a truth, 

and the truth often seems to be not happiness but its opposite" (1997: 1). 

Kincaid's novels do indeed withhold happy endings, and she adds a fine 

shading to the narrative of colonialisn1 by creating characters \Vho can 

never thrive, never love, and never create precisely because colonialism 

has removed the context \Vithin which those things \vould make sense. 

Kincaid concludes the interview by saying, 111 feel it's my business to make 
everyone a little less happy." 

Kincaid's commitment to a kind of negative life, a life lived by a colo

nized character\vho refuses purpose and \vho as a result leaves the reader 

unsettled, disturbed, and discomforted, represents a Fanonian refusal to 

blindly persist in the occupation of categories of being that simply round 

out the colonial project. Where a colonized subject finds happiness, Kin

caid, follo\ving Fanon, seems to say, he or she confirms the benevolence 

of the colonial project. Where a colonized woman bears a child and passes 

on her legacy to that child, Kincaid insists, the colon\al project can spread 

virus-like from one generation to the next. Refi1siil.g to operate as the 

transfer point for trans generational colonization, Xuela inhabits another 

kind of fe1ninism, again a feminism that does not resist through an active 
·~_r on colonialism, but a mode of femininity that self-destructs and in 

doing so brings the edifice of colonial r_ul!;'._dm\'!1 one brick at a time. 

,.Butl;-this passively political mode of unbecoming reserved for the 

colonized and the obviously oppressed? Vl'._h_'11: ~appens if a woman or 

feminine subject who occupies a privileged relation to dominant cul

"ture"~~,:-upies her own undoing? In Elfride Jelinek's novel Tiie Piano Teacher 
--------~-

(2009) the refosal to be is played at the other end of the scale of power. 

Jelinek is an Austrian author who \Vas not very well kno\vn in 2004, \vhen 

she \VOn the Nobel Prize for Literature. Her novels, generally speaking, 

dissect Austrian national character and depict the inner workings of the 

family, domesticity, and inarriage in post\var Austria as a seething 1ness 

of resentments, bitterness, cramped intimacies, and vicious incestuous 

love in the wake of fascism. In the process of ripping apart the family 

she implicitly and explicitly takes aim at a nation that is far from done 

with its Nazi past and with the small-town anti-Semitism and racism that 

fueled it. Jelinek's father, a Czech Je\vish chemist, managed to survive the 

Holocaust, but many members of his fa1nily died. Her 1nother, a Ro1nan 

Catholic from an important Viennese family, encouraged her daughter to 

become a pianist from an early age, but Jelinek instead became a \Vriter 

of deliberately ugly depictions of an aspirational middle class. Like Kin

caid's novel, Jelinek's Tue Piano Teacher documents the destructiveness of 

the mother-daughter bond. Needless to say, Austrians were not terribly 

pleased at her selection by the Nobel committee, and her works regularly 

received poor reviews in both Europe and the U.S. A member of the com

mittee, Knut Ahnlund, even left the Academy in protest, describing Jeli

nek's \York as "\vhining, unenjoyable public pornography" and "a mass 

of text shoveled together \Vithout artistic structure." He also claimed that 

her selection for the Nobel Prize 11has not only done irreparable da1nage 

to all progressive forces, it has also confused the general vie\v of litera

ture as an art.11 3 Jelinek did not attend her O\VIl Nobel Prize ceremony but 

sent a video message in her stead. It is widely assumed that she skipped 

the ceremony on account of her agoraphobia. 
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In 11te Piano Teacher Erika I<ohut, the main character, is an unmarried 
Austrian \Voman in her thirties living \Vith her mother in Vienna after 

the Second World War and giving piano lessons in her spare time at the 

Vienna Conservatory. She colludes \Vith her mother in a certain fantasy 

about music, about Austria, about high culture, and about cultural superi

ority. On many days Erika leaves the house and indeed the bedroom that 

she shares \vi th her controlling mother and \vanders the city, as if search

ing for some way out of the claustrophobic life of professional boredom 

and petty quarrels with her mother. On some nights she visits peep shows 

in the Turkish part of to\vn or follo\vs amorous couples to their cars and 

furtively \Vatches their sexual struggles. Such is her life until a ne\V stu

dent comes to her class, the handsome young Walter Klemmer. Klem mer 

sees his pritn teacher as a potential conquest and begins to romance her, 
and soon they begin a secret sexual relationship. 

When Erika ineets Klemmer it seerns as if the narrative of incestuous 

mother-daughter collusion must surely reach its end and cede ground to a 

more appropriate intergenerational kind of desire, the desire of the young 

man for his older teacher. Klemmer's courtship of Erika consists of his 

trying to chann her\vhile she insults him in return. He asks her on a date; 

she "feels a growing repulsion" (79). He walks her and her mother home; 

she wishes he would leave them alone. When finally the brash young man 

does head off into the Vienna evening, Erika returns ho1ne to her mater

nal cocoon and locks herself in the bathroom to cut away at her private 

flesh \vith a shaving razor. 

When Klemmer and she begin an explicitly sexual relationship, Erika 

\Vrites him a letter demanding that he sexually abuse and mistreat her, 

break her do\vn, starve her, and neglect her. She \vants to be destroyed 

and she wants to destroy hero,vnstudents in the process. Fro1n Klernmer, 

Erika de1nands sadistic cruelty: HI \Vill \Vrithe like a \Vorm in your cruel 

bonds, in which you will have me lie for hours on end, and you'll keep me 

in all sorts of different positions, hitting or kicking me, even \Vhipping 

11 ine!1' (216). Erika's letter says she \vants to be dimmed out under him, 

snuffed out: her well-rooted displays of obedience require greater de

grees of intensity. Her letter is, as Klemtner puts it1 "an inventory of pain" 

(217), a catalogue of punishments that he is sure no one could endure. 

She \vants the young n1an to crush her1 torn1ent her, mock her, gag her, 

threaten her, devour her, piss on her1 and ultimately destroy her. Klenuner 
reads the letter in her presence, refuses outright to meet her demands, 
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and withdraws into the night, only to return later to obey the letter in its 

direction to dismantle and abuse her. 

While the narrator of Kincaid's novel pulls herself and her mother 

back from the narratives that colonialism would tell about them, Jeli

nek exposes her inother-daughter duo to intense and violent scrutiny and 

locks them in a destructive and sterile incestuous dance that\vill end only 

with their deaths. The novel ends with the protagonist fighting with and 

then kissing her aged mother in their shared bed and then wounding a 

young female student who is preparing for a recital. She then wounds 

herself with a knife, stabbing herself, not trying to kill herself exactly but 

to continue to chip a\vay at the part of her that remains Austrian, co1n

plicit1 fascist, and conforming. Erika's passivity is a \Vay of refusing to be 

~ channe_l for a persistent strain of fascist nationalism, and her masoch

ism or self-violation indicates her desire to kill within herself the versions 
;,f fascism that are-folded into being-through taste, through emotional 

responses, through love of country, love of msk,l&e,.of her_mother. 
,---- . 

Cutting 

Cutting is a feminist aesthetic proper to the project of female unbecom

ing. As Erika Kohut walks along the streets of Vienna at the end of The 

Piana Teacher she drips blood onto the sidewalk. The cut she has made in 

her shoulder, which repeats a number of other cuts she has applied to her 

o\vn skin and genitalia at other thnes, represents her attempt to remake 

herself as something other than a repository for her mother, her country, 

and her class, but it also crafts a version of \YO man that is 1nessy1 bloody, 

porous1 violent1 and self-loathing, a version that inin1ics a kind of fascist 

ethos of womanhood by transferring the terms of Nazi misogyny to the 

female body in literal and terrifying ways. Erika's masochism turns her 

loathing for her mother and her Austrianness back onto herself. With 

the notable exception of work by Lynda Hart in Between the Body and the 

Flesh: Pelformin9 Sadomasochism (1998) and Gayle Rubin's early essays on 

s/M, po\ver, and feminism, masochism is an underused \Vay of consider

ing the relationship between self and other, self and technology, self and 

po\ver in queer fen1inism. This is curious given ho\v often performance 

art of the 1960s and 1970s presented extreme fonns of self-punishn1ent1 
discipline, and evacuation in order to dramatize ne\v relations bet\veen 

body, self1 and po\ver. It n1ay be illustrative to turn to Freud, \Vho refers 
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to masochism as a form of femininity and a kind of flirtation with death; 

n1asochis1n, he says, is a byproduct of the unsuccessful repression of the 
death instinct to which a libidinal impulse has been attached. While the 

libido tends to ward off the death drive through a "will to power," a desire 

for mastery, and an externalization of erotic energy, sometimes libidinal 
energies are given over to destabilization, unbecoming, and unraveling. 
This is \Vhat Leo Bersani refers to as ((self-shattering," a shado\vy sexual 

impulse that most people would rather deny or sublimateJ_f, ta.k.en.ser.i~ 

_.ously, _l)nq~coming tnay have its political equivalent in an anarchic ref~al 
of coherence and proscriptive forms of agency. 

Follo\ving up on the act of cutting as a n1asochistic \Vill to eradicate 

the body1 I \Vant to use the example of collage, a cut-and-paste genre, 

to find another realm of aesthetic production dominated by a model of 

radical passivity and unbeing. Collage precisely references the spaces in 

between and refuses to respect the boundaries that usually delineate self 

from other, art object from museum1 and the copy from the original. In 
this respect, as well as in many others, collage (from the French caller, to 

paste or glue) seems feminist and queer. Collage has been used by many 

female artists, from Hannah Hoch to 1<@§1 to bind the threat of 

castration to the menace of feminist violence and both to the promise 
of transformation, not through a positive production of the image but 

through a negative destruction of it that nonetheless refuses to relinquish 
pleasure. 

To apw;hend the violence implied by collage, ·one only has to think of 

the 'vorllf6f Kara Walker1 the Afric$n Atnerican artist \vho has used cut 
paper and ~Jie silhouette for1n to convey the atrociously violent landscape 
of the An1erican racial in1agination. By maintaining a constant tension 
between the elements of the work, the collage asks us to consider the full 

range of our experience of po,ver-both productive po,ver, po\ver for 1 

but also negative po\ver, or po\ver to unbecome. Hijacking the decorative 
silhouette form, Walker glues life-size black silhouettes to white gallery 

walls to produp;J puppet show version of the sexual life of slavery. In 

the black figures' apd the white spaces in between she manages to con-
·• ·\ 

vey both the myri~,d,:1yays that the human body can be opened up, ripped 

apart1 penetrated, tu'rned inside out1 hung upside do,vn1 split, smashed, 
fractured, and pulverized and the nearly limitless archive of the human 

violent imaginary. Despite the flatness of the silhouette form 1 she creates 
an illusion of depth, sometimes by projecting light onto the dioramas she 

creates but also by making the whole gallery a canvas and then gluing cut-
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outs, sketches, and paintings all over its \Valls. In some pieces she also 
'vrites letters to her detractors and enemies and refuses the reading of her 
'vork as sin1ply confirming stereotypes. ' 

The array of discourse that chatters from the walls of the museum and 

that dialogues with the silence of the black characters in the cut pieces 

implies that institutions of art are thetnseLves catalogues of both racial 
violence and the erasure of such violence through the theoretical asso
ciation of art \Vith beauty. The title of one of her sho\vs1 "Kara Walker: 
My Con1plen1ent, My Enemy, My Oppressor, My Love,11 names the sado
masochistic terrain of speech and silence and makes clear that in a ,vorld 
engendered by sexual violence and its bastard offspring, a world where 

the enemy and the oppressor is also the lover, the victitn is not choosing 
bet\veen action and passivity1 freedo1n and death, but survival a~d desire. 
In such a 'vorld sex is the name for \Var by other means. From the horri
fied responses to her 'vork (charges mainly of creating a ne\v archive of 
racist imagery), many of which are pulled into her textual collages, Walker 

draws out the anxieties that she also represents. Using art as bait and de

ploying the female body in particular as a site for the negative projection 

oi racial .'11JC! .. c.olo1!_ial fantasy is simply a modern teclmolo!iY.n~~g 
the same technology to turn racism and sexism back upon themselves like 

a funhouse ~i~~;-1;;-part of~vhat I ~~;alli-;g f~minis~i~~~y~·fuci: 
~-iln90{Yol<ci-On6-tisedher-ownbodyas·f;b-,;tij~ground to draw out the 

sadistic impulses that bourgeois audiences harbor toward the notion of 

\Voman. Her perforn1ance _"CutPiecen is not a collage, but the elements of 
the performance-cutting, submitting1 reversing the relations bet\veen 
figure and ground, audience and performer-do conform to the defini

tion of collage that I am using here. What is more, in the dynamics that 

Ono explores between stillness and motion1 production and reception1 

body and clothing, gender and violence, she allows fora complex and fas

cinating discourse on feminis1n and masochism to e1nerge at the site of 
the cut or castration itself. In her nine-1ninute-long perfor1nance she sits 
on stage \Vhile members of the audience come up and cut off pieces of her 
clothing. The act of cutting is thus assigned to the audience rather than 

to the artist, and the artist's body becomes the canvas while the authorial 

gesture is dispersed across the nameless, sadistic gestures that disrobe 
her and leave her open to and unprotected from the touch of the other. 

As the performance unfolds1 n1ore and 1nore m~n than wo1nen con1e to 
the stage} and they become more and 1nore aggressive about cutting her 
clothing until she is left1 seminude, hands over her breasts

1 
her supposed 
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castration, etnotional discomfort, vulnerability, and passivity fully on dis
play. Ho\v can we think about femininity and feminism in the context of 
masochism, gender, racialized display, spectatorship, and ternporality? 

In a brilliant analysis of "Cut Piece" Julia Bryan Wilson ackno\vledges 

the reading of Ono's performance \Vithin a n1editation on female mas
ochism, but, she proposes, most often these readings fix Ono's mute and 
still female body within a closed system of female submission and male 

aggression. As she puts it, "There is little possibility in these interpreta

tions that the invitation Ono proffers might be positive-no space for 
"Cut Piecel! to be a gift, a gesture of reparation, or a ritual of remem
brance" (2003: 103). Locating Ono's pefonnative offering of her clothes, 
her body, and her silence against the backdrop of the bombings of Hiro

shima and Nagasaki, Wilson places the piece within a global imaginary. 

Calling it a "reciprocal ballet" in terms of its gesture of generosity and a 
"tense pantomime" in tenns of the \Vay Ono stages her O\Vll vulnerability 
and brings her flesh close to strangers \Yielding scissors, Wilson refuses 
to sever Ono's remarkable performance from either post\var Japanese art 
or the rest of her oeuvre. Nor is Wilson content to rescue the piece fro111 

its O\Vll self-destruction or consign it to \vhat she calls "solipsistic tnas
ochism" (116). Instead she situates the work finnlywithin the activity of 

\vitnessing and casts Ono as a master of the art of sacrifice. I am abso
lutely convinced by Wilson's reading ofj'CutPiece,n and I see this reading 

as definitive on many levels. And yet, \vhile I \Vant to build upon the situ
ating of Ono's work within the context of photographs of torn clothing 

taken after the atomic blasts in Japan in 1945, I also want to return to the 

ambivalent model of female selfhood that the performance inhabits. 

Wilson notes the strange temporality of uCut Piece" and the ambiva
lent optimism in the gesture of allowing people to cut off pieces of one's 

clothing as souvenirs; in this perforn1ance and in Ono's "Promise Piece" 

(1992), where a vase is smashed and its shards handed out, Wilson points 
out, there is always the possibility, indeed the probability that the frag-

• ments of the \vhole lvill never be reunited. I \vould emphasize this £..OJ1.J: 

n1ittnent to the fragment over any fantasy of future \vholeness, and I "\Vant 
-~·;~-i~~;~~-~h;s-mashing gestures and the cutting gestures in Ono's \Vork 

in relation to this other antisocial feminism that re(1,1.§es conventional 
n1odes of fe1nininl!Y._Qr ;~fusing to ren1ake, rebuild, or reproduce and 
tffiit<iedi;;t~~lf comJ2!etely and fer_oci.rurn~rnJh.e destruction of self 
--~·;·---·----- -~--
and other. 

--:Wii;~n notes the tendency to pair "Cut Piece" \Vith Marina Abra1no-
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viC's Rhythm o (1974) and Chris Burden's Shoot (1971), but she quickly dis

misses AbramoviC's performance as unscripted and marked by "complete 
surrender" and is similarly critical of Burden's \vork, \Vhich she sees as 
an attempt to 111nanage and engineer aggression" and as "a far cry from 

the peaceful wishes of Ono and Lennon" (117). Male masochism cer

tainly stakes out a territory very different•f(om female performances of 

unraveling. While the male masochist inhabits a kind of heroic antihero

ism by refusing social privilege and offering himself up Christ-like as a 

marty.i; for the cause, the female masochiSt's performance is far inore 
complex and offers a critique of the very ground of the human. A remark

able an1ount of performance art-fen1inist and othenvise-fron1 the ex

perimental scene of the 1960s and 1970s explored this fertile ground 

of masochistic collapse. Kathy O'Dell (1998) writes about masochistic 

performance art of the 1970s as a performed refusal of wholeness and a 

demonstration of Deleuze's claim that·"the masochist's apparent obedi

ence conceals a criticism and a provocation1
' (Deleuze 1971: 77). O'Dell's 

psychoanalytic account of masochism provides a nice summary of the 
genre and places pieces by Burden, Cathy Opie, and others into interest

ing conversation \Vith one another, hut ultimately she\vants to inake mas~ 
ochism into something from which we can learn, through which we can 

recognize the invisible contracts we make \Vith violence, and \Vith \Vhich 

\Ve can negotiate relations \Vith others. But there is a problem \Vith trying 
to bind n1asochistic critiques of the subject to humanistic renegotiations 
with selfhood. In many ways this reconfiguring of masochism as a way of 

grappling with and coming to terms with violence rewrites the dilemma 

I identified at the start of this chapter in terms of a feminism that needs 

to rescue other "\vomen" from their own destructive tendencies. Perfor
mances like "CutPiece" and Rhythm o but also like Faith Wilding's Waitin9 
(1972) do not necessarily want to rescue the woman; rather they hang her 
out to dry as \von1an. 

Obviously none of these performances in1mediately suggests a "femi
nist" act, but they instead make feminism into an ongoing commentary 
on fragmentariness, sub1nission, and sacrifice. Ono's dismantling per
formance presses us to ask about the kind of self that comes undone 

~~ll_di~g_c_:~!g_Q~J!~E!-~nutes. I;;~~~ii- all ·act~-rnuc1iaii1odeI_O_f 
self, feminist? Can we think about this refusal of self as an antiliberal 

:: a.:!?a r~y_OllitiO!!.fri_Sf~~~~ellfOF[iite-opp·ositionthatdoes not rely upon 
',:the liberal gesture of defiance but accesse; anoth~r lexiconotpower and 

sp.~a~S,~ncith~£l~~i,U:ageofjefiisa1fihvetmderstan,~{~~l~o!~o:~~~itu-;m 
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-·antisocial n1ode \Vith some connection to the anti-authorial statements 

1nade \Vithin postcolonial \vomen's theory and fiction, \Ve can begin to 

glimpse its politics. In a liberal realm where the pursuit of happiness, as 

Jamaica Kincaid might say, is both desirable and mandatory and where 

certain formulations of self (as active, voluntaristic, choosing, propul

sive) dominate the political sphere, radical passivity may signal another 

kind of refusal: the refusal guite simply to be. While manyfemimsts, 

from Sin1one de Beauvoir to Monique Wittig to Jamaica Kincaid, have cast 
the project of 11becoming \voman" as one in \vhich the \Von1an can only 

be complicit in a patriarchal order, feminist theorists in general have not 
turned to masochistn and passivity as potential alternatives to liberal for

mulations of womanhood. Carol Clover (1993) famously cast male mas

ochism as one explanation for the popularity of horror films among teen

age boys, and we might similarly cast female masochism as the willing 

giving over of the self to the other, to po\ver; in a performance of radical 
passivity we witness the willingness of the subject to actually come un

- done, to dramatize unbecoming for the other so that the vie\ver does not 

have to \Vitness unbecoming as a function of her O\Vll body. Here Joseph 

Roach's (1996) formulation of culture as a combination of projection, 

substitution, and effigy making comes into play. Indeed radical passivity 

could describe certain versions oflesbian femininity. Queer theory under 

the influence of Judith Butler's w;;:k on the "lesbi~tlQh~li;J;-.;-~~[~;;f~ 
-Llrerecogmt10n of!!!~_P_Qt~nti~1Hty~ of m-a_~~~lin_e_J?.9\V~r in~ femal!}i~~~·--
blifthlSStiii-l;~;·es the feminine_ lesbian unexplained and lost to an anti-
phalllc-iii:~ct;ii;;, --- -------····- -- ~----c__ __ ------------- --------

-1n·r~ct if one form of phallic queerness has been defined by the repre

sentation of the body as hybrid and assembled, then another takes as its 

object the dis-appearance of the body altogether. In an explicitly queer 

use of the collage, that tension between the rebellious energy of gender 

variance and the quiet revolt of queer femininity comes to the fore. J. A. 

Nicholls's work has mostly involved figuration and has evolved around 

the production of \York in stages, the building of an aesthetic environ

ment through representational strata that become progressively n1ore Hat 

and progressively more painterly at the same time. This movement works 

precisely against the three-dimensional aspirations of collage \vhich 

build up from the canvas and transform the dialogue between paint and 

canvas into a multivocal discourse through the irnportation of 11exter

nal" materials. In her process Nicholls first creates 1 Frankenstein-like} 

a small collage of myriad parts and materials of the figure she wants to 
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16. J. A. Nicholls, all of my days, 2006. Oil/acrylic on canvas, 145 cm x 110 cm. 
Printed with permission ofJ. A. Nicholls. 

paint. Next she paints a version of the collage onto large canvases, trying 

to capture the quality of the pieced-together materials in an assemblage 

of moving and static parts, anatomically correct limbs and cartoon-like 

stu1nps, n1otion and stillness, identity and facelessness. Some of her fig

ures recline like classical nudes, but inany of them, gender-ambiguous 

figures all, are suspended in time, space, \Yater, or paint. Ihey are glued 

together, the sum of their parts, and they twist and turn in and out of 
\Vholeness, legibility, and sense. 
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In new work Nicholls turns to landscapes, emptying the landscape of 

figures altogether, turning from gender variance as assemblage to queer 

femininity as startling absence. What had been a backdrop becomes a 

stage; \Vhat \Vas ground becomes figure; \Vhat had been secondary be

comes primary. TI1e landscape emptied of figures, when considered in re

lation to her paintings of figures, still does speak about figuration. Only 

here figuration, as in Kara 'Valker's art, is absence, dis-appearance, and 

illegibility. In Here and Now the landscape is graphic and dramatic, vivid 

and emotional (see plate 10). The figure's psyche is spread horizontally 

across the meeting of ocean and land rather than encased vertically in 

an upright body, and the relationships between inside and outside, the 

primary drama staged by the collage, are cast here as sky and land, vege

tation and \Vaves, blue and green, \Vith a barely transparent fence n1ark
ing the nonboundary between the two. Time and space themselves col

lide at this boundary, here and no\v, and the itntnediacy and presence of 

the emotional landscape announce themselves in the startlingly dynamic 

waves in the middle ground. In Higher Ground and New Story the canvases 

are marked more by stillness and fixity, and the landscape becomes much 

more of a backdrop waiting for a figure (see plates 11and12). These new 

paintings attempt to represent femininity as a blurring of the female form 

\Vith the natural landscape and as a violent cutting out of the figure al

together. The surreal and often hyperartificial landscapes represent queer 

femininity as a refusal of conventional \vomanhood and a disidentifica

tion with the logic of gender variance as the other of normativity. 

Appropriately, given the new subject matter, Nicholls also uses a new 

form of collage that challenges the viewer to consider the meaning of col

lage in the age of digital graphics. She scans a photograph into the com

puter, \Vhere she uses Photoshop to cut and paste different ele1nents and 

materials onto the photo. She then prints the image and paints from it 

onto a canvas. The three media -photography, digital imaging, and paint

ing-become sites for elaborate and complex digital collage. Whereas in 

traditional collage by Picasso and others we might find newspaper pieces 

pasted onto paint, here we find graphic elements grafted through soft

ware onto a photograph and then transformed into a painted canvas. 

In a contemporary fifty-five-minute performance piece that picks up 

where these artists left off, titled j'America the Beautiful," Nao Busta-

1nante combines avant-garde performance \Vith burlesque, circus act, 

and the antics of an escape artist. The solo performance marries banality 

and the rigors of feminine adornn1ent, to high-wire tension, the trem-
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bling and wobbly ascent of the bound body up a ladder, and combines 

the discipline of physical performance with the spectacle of embodied 

uncertainty. The audience laughs uncomfortably throughout the perfor

mance, watching as Bustamante binds her naked body with clear packing 

tape and clumsily applies makeup and a raggedy blond wig. Sentimental 

music wafts smoothly in the background and conflicts noisily with the 

rough performance of femininity that Bustamante stages. In her blond 

wig and makeup, with her flesh pulled tight, she displays the demands 

. of racialized feminine beauty; to confirm the danger of such beauty, she 

· bends and sways precariously as she dons high heels atop a small ladder. 

Finally she ascends a much larger ladder carrying a sparkler and threat

ening at any moment to fall from her perch. 

1his performance, along with a number of others in Bustamante's 

portfolio, confirm her as what Jose Esteban Mufioz (2006) has called a 

"vulnerability artist.n In his inspired essay on Bustamante's performance 

practice, Muffoz calls attention to the \Vays Bustamante "engages and 

re-imagines \Vhat has been a history of violence, degradation and con1-

pulsory performance" (2006: 194); her engagement with the dangers at

tached to the subject position of j'\voman of color" make her vulnerable 

and infuse her performances with the frisson of potential failure, col

lapse, and crisis. At a poignant moment in America the Beautiful, for ex

ample, while perched precariously atop a large tripod ladder, Bustamante 

turns her back to the audience and uses the stage lights to create a pup

pet show with her hands. The flickering shadows that she creates on the 

backdrop refuse to cohere into another theatrical space and merely mir

ror her blurry status as puppet, mannequin, and doll. But the moment is 

compelling because it reveals the mode in which Bustamante·becomes 

her O\Vn puppet, ventriloquizes herself, constructs her body as a meeting 
point for violent discourses of beauty, profit, coherence, race, success. 

In an intervie\v \Vith Mufioz, Bustamante addresses the improvisa

tional quality of her work and clearly and brilliantly engages both the 

thesis that there is no such thing as improvisation in performance and 

the idea· that "fresh space" always exists. Something of the balance be

t\veen rehearsed improvisation and the unpredictability of 11fresh space" 
marks her work as a rigorous refusal of mastery. Mufi oz terms this posi

tively as "arnateurism," ~n relation to the ladder performance in "America 

·ythe Beautiful" in particular, and Bustamante concurs but elaborates: lfJhe 

lvork that I do is about not knowing the equipment, and not kno\ving 

that particular balance, and then finding it as I go" (Mufioz and Busta-
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mante 2003: 5). As she says, each night the ladder is positioned slightly 

differently on the floor, or it is a different ladder; the wobbling is differ

ent, it has a different range, and her body must respond on the spot and 

in the n1oment of perfor1nance to the ne\V configurations of space and 

uncertainty. 

Summary 

The antisocial dictates an unbecoming, a cleaving to that \Vhich see1ns 
to shame or annihilate, and a radical passivity allo\vs for the inhabit

ing of femininity \Vith a difference. The radical understandings of pas

sivity that emerge within Marina AbramoviC's and Yoko Ono's work, not 

to mention Faith Wilding's legendary piece "Waiting," all offer g.n .. anti

social way out of the double bind of'b.ec_o.min~man_'1lld th~!~()!'
pilig up-ilieaomiilance Qfmall-wlthi~binary. Predicting master-

--sr~;;;:--;:;;;;pi~-;J~ Walker's work and the disappeared figures in 

J. A. Nicholls's landscapes, Ono's nonact of evacuation and perfonnance 
st~ipping implicates the frame in the aesthetic n1aterial, just as Spivak 

cautioned us to consider the role of the intellectual in all representations 

of the subaltern. In all of these pieces t.he frame-globalization, the can

·vas, the gallery \Valls, academia-binds the perpetrator to the criminal, 

tlfetorturer to his victhn, the corporate raider to the site of pillaging; 

~Ollage sho\vs the open mouth, the figure in distress, the screatn and~ 
cause; it glues effect to cause and queers th~.I.~J~ _ _!:]Qi;!S_}Jenv~~!! the t\vo. In 

<-------- ·-·-··-·-·-· •.. - ________. 

the end there is no subject, no feminist subject, in these works. There are ·-------------- - -· 
~ emm landscapes, split silhou:i:tes-th~elfJJJJ.tavels, x.e~ 

fuses to colw:e,iLwill.11m2eak, it will only be spoken. The passive voice 
-. --·--~ ----....:.__, -=-_:_-~--c--::-: 
that is the true domain of masochistic fantasy ('1a child is being beaten,") 

might just be~ transformative voice for feminism. Freud himself said he 

could not really understand the final phases of the feminine masochistic 

fantasy \Vhich progressed from "a child is being beaten" to ur am being 

beaten" and finally to "the boys are being beaten by the schoolteacher." 

But this final phase of the masochistic fant'!~Y-\rlW.Skrs-p.uni~J!ts 

definitively away from the body of the subjugated and onto the body of 

. the oppressor. Masocllisnl,"fillalfi,.represents a deel' C!lsriJpJi~n ofjime 

itself (Freeman, 2010); reconciling tht::_?.!lJ?J?OSedly irrec'?_~cilabl~-t~nsion 
bctween pleasure a1iddeath,rhe ;;-;;;ochistt~tli.e-rs~;:ru,tkn1 _of &elf to 

···-------
a spiral of pain an~_!i_urt~-She-~fi"iSes1-r, c·Ohere, refuses to fortify herself ---
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against the knowledge of death and dying, and seeks instead to be out of 

time altogether, a body suspended in titne, space, and desire. 

Ono's performance of "Cut Piece/' racially inflected in 1965 by her 

status as an Asian \Vo man -.,vi thin the imperial iinagination, asks in terms 

that Hartman might recognize whether freedom can be imagined sepa-
' rately from the terms upon \Vhich ·it is· offered. If freedon1, as Hartman 

sliows, was offered to the slave as a kind of ~ontract with capital, then 

1~ovi~g-~bout1 being restle~efusing to acquire property or wealth flirts 

\vith forms of liberty that are unimaginable to those who offer freedo-;n 

· a~-~he-treedom to becon1e a master. Here Ono sits still, \vaits patiently 

and passively, and refuses to resist in the terms 111andated by the struc

ture that interpellates her. To be cut, to be bared, to be violated publicly 

is a particular kind of resistant performance, and in it Ono inhabits a 

forn1 of unacting, unbeing, unbecoming. Her stillness, punctuated only 

by an involuntary flinch seven minutes into the event, like the 1nasochis

tic cuts in 1he Piana Teacher and the refusals of love in Autobio9raphy of My 

Mother, offers quiet masochistic gestures that invite us to unthink sex as 

th?~_~J_l_~~!E15_E~~~~~!Jf-C()Jillfction and liberation and think it ane\v as 
the s_ite_of f_ailure and unbecoming conduct. 
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CHAPTER TWO. Dude, Where's A1g Phallus? 

1. For more on queerness as "disorientation," see Ahmed 2007. 

2. Bruce LaBruce, "Dudes' Smootch Leads the Way/' Eye Weekly, 1 February 

20011 online. 
3. A similar argument motivates Macarena Gomez-Barris's meditations on the 

politics of reme1nbering in the \vake of state terror in Where-Memory Dwells (2009). 

4. Lisa Duggan and Richard Kim, "Beyond Gay Marriage," The Nati6n, 18 July 

2005, 25. 
5. SeeNe\vton 1996; Weston 1998; Rubin 1975; Eng 2003; Butler 2002. 
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111e11to (2000, directed by Christopher Nolan) and 'I11e Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless 

Mind (2004, directed by Michel Gondry). But the earnest films on forgetting are 
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CHAPTER TH REE. The Queer Art of Failure 
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ish painter Goya is most often associated \vith Black paintings, and his \Vorks 

combine horrific subject matter \Vith gloomy perspectives on the human condi

tions. Art from the dark side refuses humanist narratives about enlightenment, 

progress, and happiness, and it reminds us of the violence, the density, of hurnan 

experience.1his is \vhat\ve forget\vhen \Ve insist upon positive in1ages in popular 

representation 3nd \Vhen \Ve focus only on political recognition and acceptance in 

our politics. For further information on the black mirror and the politics of paint

ing in the dark, see Lasch 2010 and English 2010. 
4. Tavir Nyong'o makes a similar argument in relation to Lee Bdehnan's 

polen1ic and the missing reference to punk (Nyong'o 2008). 

?· RobertMcRuer has theorized the n1ultiple relations beh d' b·r · . · uveenqueernessand 
Isa I rty In lus landmark book, Grip Theory (McRuer, 2006). 

CHAPTER FOUR. Shadow Feminisms 

ti 1.' ~lizabeth Free1nan tackles a sitnilar r~c?nsideration of s/A1 in relation to 

ern1n1srn and queer temporalities in a chap;er titled· "Tu ti B 
Sadomasochisn1 Te . . •1 • • • • rn ie eat Around: 

. ' n1porahty, History In TnneBmds: QueerTempora!ities Queer His-
tories (2010: 137-70), - ' -
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CHAPTER FIVE. Homosexuality and Fascism 

p ~· For an infonnative account of the \VOtnen \Vho formed Britain's Volunteer 
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2. Harvey Mil~, spe_ech on 25 June 1978, quoted in Randy Shilts The Mai or o 
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